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Abstract: Multimodal biometric authentication requires fusion of information extracted from different biometric modalities. 
Face recognition is the most common and versatile biometric parameter used for years. Recently, bio-signals such as 
electrocardiogram (ECG), photoplathysmogram etc. are under study for probable use in authentication work. It is also 
established that multi-parameter approach in biometric analysis plays a vital role in increasing accuracy and robustness and 
preventing spoofing in spite of more computational demand. In the present study, information fusion based authentication 
system is proposed using face, fingerprint and ECG. Instead of conventional face image, a unique frontal face textural signal 
is proposed. This leads to simpler data processing similar to that of ECG signal. Finally, information from both the signals is 
fused at mother template generation level. The aim of this paper is to summarize the common attacks against biometric 
systems (fake biometrics, template modification etc.) and discuss techniques that can be used to counter them. The features 
that extracted from the biometric samples considered a critical part of biometric system which is called biometric template. 
Template security schemes are dependent on the overall performance parameters of the system and must be computationally 
hard to avoid modality reconstruction. 
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Introduction 
Authentication is a process of identifying a person using precautions systems like bank, office etc. This process does not give 
any information about contact rights of an individual but it guarantees that the individual is who he or she claims to be. There 
are three types of authentication methods such as Token based techniques, knowledge based techniques and biometric based 
techniques. Biometric based techniques are based on physiological and behavioral characteristics of an individual for 
authenticating an individual. This technique gives higher security compared to other two authentication methods [1].  
“Biometrics” is a term that is derived from two Greek words bio (life) and other word is metric (to measure), hence biological 
measurement is called as biometric.  Passwords or pins can be forged, forgotten or shared. But biometrics is difficult to 
forged. The main drawback of biometric is its varying and noisy nature in acquisition process [2].Biometric recognition of an 
individual uses only physiological and behavioral characteristics. It can be divided into two types: physiological attributes & 
behavioral attributes [3]. 

 
Behavioural Attributes: These attributes indirectly measure the characteristics of an individual while performing some task 
like signature, keystrokes, gait and voice etc. [3]. 
 
Physiological Attributes: These attributes point out the person on the basis of anatomical traits. Some of the physiological 
traits are face, fingerprint, ECG etc. Physiological traits cannot be lost, forgotten or shared and they provide strong 
connection between a person and his/her identity. At the time of authentication user should be present at biometric system. 
Attributes of any biometric should satisfy the following requirements: performance, acceptability, circumvention, 
universality, distinctiveness, invariance and collectability. Biometric systems can be used either for 
verification/authentication or for identification [4]. 
Identification (1: n) One-to-Many: Biometrics can be used to certify a person's identity [4]. 

 Verification (1:1) One-to-One: Biometrics can also used to prove a person's identity [4].  
 Verification (1:1) One-to-One: Biometrics can also used to prove a person's identity [4].  

Biometric system has mainly 4 modules which are used for both enrolment and endorsement shown in Figure 1: 
 
Sensor Module 
It is used to extract input biometric data from sensor. 
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Figure 1. Block Diagram of Biometric System 
 
Feature extraction module 
This method is used to extract the salient discriminatory information in the input data which helps in authentication process.  
 
Matching Module 
 It is used to check the similarity score between stored biometric data with new biometric data.  
 
Decision Making Module  
This module helps to provide final result of biometric system by using the similarity score generated in matching module. 
This module is used to identify an individual.  
Single biometric system has certain inherent problems such as noisy sensor data, non-universality of biometric trait, restricted 
degrees of freedom and unaccepted error rates. 
 
Multimodal Biometric System 
Multibiometric system tries to overcome these problems by providing multiple evidences of the same identity. One other 
advantage is spoofing of these multibiometrics simultaneously become more difficult for an intruder. In this paper, facial 
features, fingerprints and ECG are the three biometrics used to build multibiometric system. Information presented by these 
three biometrics is fused to make the system efficient. 
There are five different types of integration scenarios which can be used to operate multimodal biometric system:1) multiple 
sensors, 2) multiple biometric, 3) multiple units of same biometric, 4) multiple instances\snapshots of same biometric, 5) 
multiple representations and matching algorithms for same biometric [5]. 
 
Template Protection Techniques 
Every biometric is stored as template in database. Biometric template can be defined as compact representation of the sensed 
biometric trait containing salient discriminatory information that is essential for recognizing a person. There are 2 types of 
failure modes in biometric system [6]:  

 
Intrinsic failure 
This is due to limitations in input biometric data, feature extraction, or due to other faults (incorrectness) in which may 
increase the error rates.  
 
Failure Due To an Adversary Attack 
In adversary attack, attacker tries to bypass the system for personal benefits. The biometric system is exposed to various 
types of attacks.   
To enhance the system’s privacy and security template protection methods are used, which provides high level reliable 
authentication. Different types of attacks that biometric system can suffer from [6,7] is shown in Figure 2. 
 
Biometric 
This is the attack on sensor. Anyone can present a fake biometric to override the sensor. Examples are fake finger, facial 
mask etc. 
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Figure 2. Point Of Attacks in a Biometric System 
 
Replay Old Data 
This attack can be done on between sensor module and the feature extractor module. By resubmitting the old biometric data 
anyone can bypass the sensor. Examples are old copy of fingerprint or replaying the recorded voice message etc. 
 
Override Feature Extractor  
To override the feature extractor, hacker must force the feature extractor to produce the feature values selected by him. This 
can be done using Trojan horse, so that feature extractor generates the feature values which are preselected by hacker. 
 
Synthesized Feature Extractor 
This is the attack on communicating path between the modules like feature extractor and the matcher. Here, hacker can 
replace the feature set generated by feature extractor with different feature set.   
 
Override Matcher  
This is the attack on matcher module of biometric system. Anyone can override matcher by forcing matcher to output 
matching score which is irrespective to input given. 
Modified Template: This is the attack on stored biometric database. During enrolment, templates are stored in database for 
future use. Here, attacker tried to modify templates that are stored in the database. 
 
Intercept the channel 
This attack is done between the database and the matcher. Here hacker will select the template of his wish and send to 
matcher for matching process. 
 
Override Final Decision 
 This is the attack on channel which is communicating between matcher and application device. Final decision of the system 
is changed according to hacker’s wish. 
 
Properties of Template Protection Techniques 
Every template protection method should posses the following characteristics [6, 8, 9]. 
 
Diversity 
To ensure the privacy of user, the secured feature template should not permit cross-matching or function-creep. 
 
Revocability 
This must be easy to remove the compromised feature template and then reconstruct the new feature template 
based on the same biometric data. 
 
Security 
Generating the native template from the secured template must be computationally hard. 
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Performance 
Template protection method should not reduce the accuracy of the system. False Acceptance Rate (FAR) and False Rejection 
Rate (FRR) are used to measure the recognition performance of the system. Template protection methods improve FAR and 
FRR in multi modal biometric system. 
The challenging task of designing template protection method that fulfils all the above requirements is handling intra-user 
variability. Feature set extracted for different images of same person are not similar. So, we cannot store template in an 
encrypted form (by using RSA, AES etc) and it is difficult execute matching process in the encrypted domain. 
 
Classification 
Biometric template protection techniques are categorized into two types [6,8,9] which is shown in Figure 3. They are: Feature 
Transformation based methods and Biometric Cryptosystem based methods. 
 
Feature Transformation Based Methods 
In this method, a transformation function is applied for the template T, and transformed (encrypted) template Tf is stored in 
the database. We use random key or a password in transformation function. During authentication, same transformation 
function is applied on testing template. Then translated template is matched directly to the transformed (encrypted) template 
which is stored in the database. This method is sub-divided into two types based on characteristics of transformation function. 
Figure 4 shows the working of feature transformation. 
 

 
 

Figure 3: Types of Template Protection Methods 
 

 
 

Figure 4. Working Of Feature Transformation Technique [6] 
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Salting 
In salting technique, transformation function is reversible, i.e., if hacker gains access to cryptographic key and transformed  
(encrypted) template, it is easy for hacker to recover the native template [2]. This is the main issue in salting method. One 
example for salting is random multi-scale quantization technique [10]. Advantage of salting is use of key in transformation 
function that reduces the false acceptance rates. 
 
Non-Invertible Transform 
Non-invertible transform is another type of feature transformation method. It is referred as one-way function. It is easy to 
calculate but computationally difficult to translate transformed template to its native form even if the key is known. So it 
provides better privacy than salting method. 
 
Biometric Cryptosystem Based Methods 
It is developed either to protect a cryptographic key by making use of biometric features or to generate cryptographic key 
directly using features of biometric trait. It is also used in protecting the biometric template. In this method, database stores 
only public information of template. This data is known as helper data. Therefore this method is also referred as helper data-
based method. This data does not reveal any important information about native template. By testing the validity of the key, 
matching process will be performed. To handle intra-class variations, error correction coding is used. This method is 
categorized into two types based on the way the helper data is obtained: 1) key-binding cryptosystem and 2) key generation 
cryptosystem. 
 
Key Binding Biometric Cryptosystem 
This method is used when the helper data is generated by combining a secret key with biometric template [6]. Working of 
this method is shown in Figure 5. It is very difficult to recover either template or key by using only the helper data. When 
stored template is dissimilar from the query template within some error tolerance. The related codeword can be retrieved and 
that codeword can be decoded to get exact codeword and finally the embedded key can be retrieved. In matching process use 
query template features to retrieve key from helper data. 
 

 
 

Figure 5: Working of Key Binding Cryptosystem 
 
Key Generating Biometric Cryptosystem  
In this method helper data is generated using biometric template and the cryptographic key which is used for cryptographic 
encryption. This is obtained directly from helper data and query biometric features. Generation of cryptographic key directly 
by using biometric features is an attractive proposal but it is difficult due to intra-class variations. Working of key generation 
method is shown in Figure 6. Example for this method is secure sketch and fuzzy extractor. Consider secure sketch as helper 
data which reveals only limited information about original biometric features but it helps to reconstruct the template when 
user present query biometric. 
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Figure 6: Working Of Key Generation Cryptosystem 
 

Other Techniques 
Techniques that can be used for template protection are: Watermarking, Visual Cryptography, and Steganography. 
 
Visual Cryptography 
Naor and Shamir proposed the basic visual cryptography system (VCS). It is a cryptographic method that allows for the 
encoding of visual data such that decoding can be performed using the human visual system. VCS allows secret sharing of 
images in a secure way. Basic scheme of visual cryptography is referred as k-out-o-n VCS or (k, n) VCS which deals with 
binary images [11,12].  
Here the image Z is divided into two shares and sharing of pixel p is shown Figure 8. If pixel p is white, any one from first 
two rows of Figure 7 is randomly selected to encrypt A and B. If the color of the pixel p is black, then any one of the last two 
rows in Figure 7 is randomly chosen to encode A and B. Thus, both A and B does not give any information about binary 
color of p. When two shares are overlapped, we get two black sub-pixels if pixel p is black and we get one white and one 
black sub-pixel if pixel p is white as indicated in Figure 7. We can tell the color of the pixel p (white or black) based on the 
contrast of the reconstructed pixel. 
 

 
 

Figure 7: 2-out-of-2 VCS scheme with 2 subpixel construction 
 

Steganography 
Steganography comes from Greek word “steganos” means secret and “graphy” means writing. Goal of this technique is 
secure communication so that the communicating data should not be detectable by an intruder. We can use images, audio, 
video etc., as cover. Here the original image is embedded in cover image so the output is called as stego image. Then the 
stego image is transmitted over a channel to receiver. At receiving end, key and stego image is given to stego decoder to 
retrieve original image [13,14]. Working of steganography is shown in Figure 8. 
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Figure 8. Steganography Model 
 

Watermarking Technique  
Watermarking is one type of the security technique which is used to embed the secret data (watermark) in the input signal. 
Watermarking with encryption gives higher security. This technique can be used in many applications such as ownership 
identification, broadcast monitoring and copy control etc [13]. Watermarking can also be used in biometric template. 
Watermarking introduces extra information into biometric template. 
Watermarking can be divided into different types based on embedding domain such as transform domain watermarking, and 
spatial domain watermarking. The working of watermarking technique is shown in Figure 9 which is performed on 
fingerprint template. Input image i.e., host image is used embed the watermark. Then watermarked image is broadcasted. At 
the receiving end, watermark image will be retrieved and original image is obtained. Comparisons between different template 
techniques are listed in Table 1. 
 

 
 

Figure 9. Watermark for Fingerprint Template 
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Table 1: Comparison Table of Biometric Factors 
 

 
 
Conclusion 
Biometric recognition of an individual uses only physiological and behavioural characteristics. To overcome problems in 
unimodal biometric system, multi modal biometric system was introduced. Every biometric data is stored as template in 
database which are prone to attack. Some of the attacks on generic biometric system are fake biometric, replay old data, 
modified template, intercept the channel, and override final decision etc., To provide protection  to the template in database 
one can use techniques like feature transformation technique and biometric cryptosystem. Other techniques like visual 
cryptography, Steganography and watermarking can also be used for providing protection to template. 
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